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2023 Season Summary 

 

The 2023 fire season started on April 24th with an 80-hour critical 

training. The crew did 40 hours of on base and classroom training. The 

second 40 hours of training was very field and skill based. Twin Peaks spent 

3 days and 2 nights in Box Elder Canyon to finish up our critical training. The 

time at Box Elder was spent honing our skills and doing proficiency checks 

as individual squads and as a crew. Twin Peaks participated in handline digs, 

chainsaw line cut and an in-depth medical training scenario. On the final day 

of out critical training the crew underwent the last step which was our 

crew readiness review to become nationally available as a crew. 

Twin peaks went nationally available on May 8th. The first assignment came on 

June 10th to the Pike National Forest in Colorado for a preposition. The 

crew did 14 shifts on the forest prepping burn units and hand igniting 

machine piles as well as countless other projects to help out the hosting 

unit. 

The remainder of the 2023 fire season twin peaks stayed very busy within 

the great basin and outside of the region. Including the great basin, we 

responded to incidents in four different regions this season. Those being 

region 3, region 5 and region 2. 

Twin peaks was assigned to 10 different incidents throughout the fire 

season, as well as being used in multiple positions throughout the season. 

Building multiple firing plans, implementing the firing plan and filling 

miscellaneous overhead roles on incident.  

  



 
 

 

Personnel 

Multiple personnel from the crew accepted a variety of positions within 

the agency. Kiefer Raduenz, formally the Bravo Squad Leader, accepted the 

Toole County Assistant Fire Warden for the State of Utah. Not being able to 

fill the Assistant position last winter, James Wilson stepped in to fill the 

position. That allowed Alex Warncke and Christian Shupe to step into the 

squad leader positions for the remainder of the season. This movement 

offered open Lead Crew member positions for our senior crew members to 

fill in and gain middle management skills on their squads. 

Other movement consisted of crewmembers taking positions with 

other crews at the center and the Forest Service in a variety of roles. 

This movement opened up a total of 7 crewmember positions which were 

filled with strong individuals all of whom were successful during the 

fire season. These seven new individuals had a wide range of previous 

experience which brought many different skills to the crew. While the 

leadership faced several challenges in filling seven open positions, the 

crew is still committed to career advancement for all crewmembers and 

is proud of the seasonal staff that attained permanent positions outside 

of the crew.   



 
 

 

 

Project work 

The 2023 Season started out a little slower than previous seasons due to 

the amount of precipitation in the Intermountain West over the 2022 and 

2023 winter. For the first Month and a half of the season Twin Peaks did six 

weeks of project work around the state. Twin Peaks spent the month of May 

on multiple projects in different areas of the state working with numerous 

stake holders. 

 Some projects to note are The Fremont Indian State Park where the crew 

cut multiple hazard trees and used Firewise tree and brush thinning tactics 

around two of the large camp sites in the park for a total of 8.7 acers 

treated. At the fireman’s county park in Marysville, Utah the crew 

implemented hazardous fuels reduction work to show case to the public how 

important the NFPA Firewise program is to communities in rural settings. The 

total acres cut on this project were 3 acres.  

 With all the project work that Twin Peaks completed this season we worked 

cooperatively with many of the FFSL Area Managers and WUI Coordinators 

on fire mitigation and hazardous fuel reduction zones that could be impacted 

by catastrophic wildfire. With a Completed total acreage of18.6 during the 

entirety of the six weeks of project work assigned. 

 



 
 

 

 Training Summary  

 

Annual training began April 24th. 

This training focused on all crew 

operations from completing 

preventative maintenance checks on 

vehicles to engaging spot fires. The 

emphasis of this year’s training was 

that all individuals understand the 

basics of crew operations and 

firefighting tactics.  

With having seven new firefighters to 

the crew this year we focused heavily 

on Firefighting tactics and Duties while assigned to a crew. The two-week 

training period helped the crew set an effective tone and pace for the rest 

of the season. While some of this training is formal in its delivery, a great 

deal of informal training also occurs as cohesion builds and individuals 

begin to show interest in different areas of the job. After successfully 

passing an annual base review, the crew went available nationally on May 8th. 

Twin Peaks had seven Position Task Books initiated, 5 FFT1, two CRWB, 1 

HECM and a FIRB. Twin Peaks Completed one CRWB PTB, 1 FFT1’s, one ICT5. 

We filled all of the overhead positions this season. Twin Peaks went through 

some rough patches throughout the season but we adapted and overcame. I 

attribute this to an extreme resiliency of the crewmembers and overhead. 

Overall the 2023 fire season was great, there where ample learning 

opportunities for the crew and the overhead. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Safety  

 

Twin Peaks is committed to safety. During the 2023 fire season, Twin Peaks 

had no major injuries sustained. Our safety record was great this season as 

well, we only had one reportable injury. Overall To have such a low rate of 

injury to a crew that is out in an inherently dangerous environment, is 

outstanding in its own right.  

The crew experienced one chap strike incident this year, however, on one 

incident, the individual was limbing and brushing Oak brush. Being quite new 

on the saw and just starting to learn the proper body mechanics while 

operating a chainsaw; I would say led to placing his right knee in the path of 

the chainsaw's bar closest to the power head; thus, chapping himself on the 

right knee.   

As far as vehicles went, aside from typical wear and tear, no vehicles lost 

time due to failing parts or other maintenance issues. One non-crew carrier 

vehicle was involved in a minor accident that resulted in significant damage 

to passenger side of the utility box. The crew amassed 47,088 miles among 

five vehicles for an average of 9,417.6 miles per vehicle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Incidents  

 

 

CREW SEASON DATA  

2023 Fire Season 

Name:        LPCC: TWIN PEAKS 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 11 12 13 

Incident 

Number 
Incident Name Agency 

Job 

Name  

Q 

or 

T 

Fuel 

Types 

Dates on 

Incident 

# Op 

Periods  

Fire 

Mgt. 

Level 

Fire 

Size 

Class 

Perf 

Rating 

CO-PSF-
000485 

Wildfire Crisis 
Landscape 

USFS     G, B, 
T 

6/10-6/13 4     S 

CO-PSF-

000002 

PSICC NF 

Support 

USFS     G, B, 

T 

6/14-6/23 10     S 

CO-PSF-

000838 

Wild Canyon USFS     G, T 6/24-6/28 5 4 A S 

CO-GMF-

000176 

Lowline USFS     G, B, 

T 

7/26-7/31 3 6 E S 

CO-RMC-

230003 

2023 RMA 

Preposition 

USFS       7/13-7/26 14     S 

ID-SCF-

023084 

Hayden USFS     G, B, 

T 

8/2-8/17 16 2 F  S 

ID-BOF-

000740 

East USFS     G, B, 

T 

8/22-9/9 19 2 F S 

CA-SRF-

000968 

Smith River 

Complex 

USFS     G, B, 

T 

9/11-9/26 16 1 F S 

AZ-COF-

001048 

Still USFS     G, T 10/4-10/18 15 3 F S 

AZ-COF-

001069 

Cecil USFS     G, B, 

T 

10/1-10/3 3 3 E S 

                      

                      

                      

                      

                      

  



 
 

Crew Name: Twin Peaks 

  AVAILABLITY   

1 Total days crew was assembled?  176     

1a Start Date  4/24 

1b End Date 10/26 

2 Total number of days assigned to incidents? (Includes travel) 106 

2a How many days were in official travel status? 12 

2b How many 14-day assignments were completed during total number of days 
assigned? 

5 

2c How many assignment extensions? (how many requested)  0 

2d Number of days on project work while assigned? 
(list specific type:  e.g. Trails, fuels etc.) 

15 

2e Number of days on project work while not assigned? 20 

3 Total number of days off? 27 

3a Days off in pay status? 10 

3b Days off in non- pay status? 10 

3c Number of days in station or otherwise and not accounted for above? 1 

4 Number of days as a Type 2IA   

  TRAINING   

5 Number of days in training? 8 

6 Number of days of non-fire mandatory training?  4 

7 Number of instructor hours dedicated to non-crew training courses? 0 

8 Number of task books initiated? 9 

8a Number of task books completed? 4 

  TRANSPORTATION   

9 Total miles driven? (Total of all vehicles) 47,088 

10 How many vehicles do you have? 5 

11 Number of vehicle accidents? (Vehicle down for repair due to accident) 1 

12 Number of injury vehicle accidents? 0 

12a Vehicle accidents above where fault was Government Driver? 1 

13 Number of days vehicle down for failure or repairs? (Non-accident, total all 
vehicles) 

1 

14 How many times did your crew fly? (Count each leg as a flight) 0 

14a Commercial   

14b Charter                                           

  PERSONNEL   

15 Total number of funded personnel on crew? 22 

16 On average how, many personnel did you have on incidents? 20 

17 Total number of career appointments? (excluding apprentices) 4 

18 Number of apprentices on crew? 3 

19 Number of career positions that were vacant? 2 

20 Number of career employees on the crews that are eligible for retirement in the 
next 5 years? 

0 

  ACCIDENTS AND INJURIES   

21 Number of non-injury incidents? (bee stings, poison oak, etc) 4 

22 Number of injury accidents? 1 

23 Number of injury accidents that required medical attention? (no lost time) 2 

24 Number of injury accidents that required medical attention? (lost time) 1 

  PROJECTS   

25 Total Fuels Treatment Acres? (while assigned and unassigned)  100 

25a Mechanical? (which includes RX prep work)   

25b Burned?   

  INCIDENT SUPPORT   

26 Number of Shifts crew leadership fulfilled incident leadership positions? 4 

26a Number of shifts crew personnel filled other ICS positions while assigned? 0 

26b ICS Position(s) crew filled?  i.e.; HEQB, FELB, etc. HEQB(t), FIRB(t), HECM 

  COVID-19 0 

27 How many times did your crew get tested on assignment? 0 

27a How many positive cases did the crew have? 0 

27b How many days was your crew out of service due to covid? 0 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 


